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This house is located in Milanówek, a town that used to be a summer resort for the city of Warsaw,
many beautiful villas from 1800-1900 are hidden among the old trees. In one of them lives Ola, the
ceramic artist, with her husband and 2 daughters. 

 "The house is undergoing constant renovation work, but we managed to separate the space in 
which we currently live. We have currently managed to renovate the ground floor, which consists 
of a kitchen, a living room with a dining area and access to the terrace. We also have bathrooms 
and 2 bedrooms, our and children" says Ola, the owner. The whole interior was designed by the 
owners themselves. Ola is a ceramics artist by profession and has an extraordinary aesthetic sense 
and passion for good design and Scandinavian and Polish design. The old floor, beautiful stairs 
characteristic of this type of construction and the original division of rooms have been preserved. 
The interior features an eclectic style and nonchalant combinations of furniture and accessories 
from chain stores with Ola's unique ceramics, vintage furniture and a designer lamp. Next to the 
house in the garage, Ola created a workshop. "It's a very comfortable solution that I can work from
home at the same time having a separate space in which I can create" says Ola. The house is 
surrounded by a beautiful garden with old trees. A greenhouse with an unusual function of 
additional space was also built in the garden. "We like to spend time here, have dinners with 
friends, but I also organize ceramic workshops here" says the owner.  „We like living here. We are 
30 minutes away from the center of Warsaw, but every day we experience the idyll and the climate
of constant holidays thanks to the climate of Milanówek” says Tomek, the owner.


